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Note: Assume.any d quired, statq your assumption clea

vuesl lon{ l l  (ZsMarks)
1.a ) Drive an expression for head rise coeflicient due tci lateral outlet and
1.b) all pipes are 8-cm-diamerer cast iron (e :0.26 mm). Determine the

kg/m3) flow rate from reservoir I if valve C is

(a) closed and (b) open, k: 0.5 based ofl lt1: kv2/2g

.  : ' - i

discuss how it changes with esiet ..r,
water @: 1.307x 10-3 pa.s, p :1000
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Question (2) (25 Marks) ,, , ,
2'a)rn manifold flow, drive an expression for orifice coefficient and showthe effect of lateral length onthis ..,,coeffrcient 
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i i .2.b) The 3-port manifold shown in the next diagram has a port-to-main diameter ratio D3/D1 = a.4, a friction
factor f : 0 02 in the main and ali laterals, and Lt'D:: 4 for each.lateral. Considering fluid friction in the'
main and laterals and junction losses. compute the port discharges Qo, Qu, and e". The downstream end oi
the main is closed offb1'a blank plate. r: ,",
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Question {3} (25 Man'ks)
In the sketch the network consists of 6 pipes and 3 nodes. A source pump and one reservoir supply the netu
and the reservoir connected to pipe 5 receives water. Do the following tasks: (a) write the system o:
equations; (b) write the system of AQ-equations; (c) using the Newtoh method, describe the solution o1
system of AQ-equations, (d) if the discharge in pipe 1 is Qr:0.08 m3/s from the reservoir,,the clischar-p
pipe 5 is Q; = 0.06 m3ls into the reservoir, and the discharge in pipe 6 is eo : 0.14 m3/s from the resen
what are discharges at other pipes and the demand at each junction? Take the friction factor to be 0.02 and,
35-60002

Ouestion {4) (25 Marks)
A 675 mm water main runs horizontally for 1500 m and then branches into fwo 450 mm mains ei

3000 m long. In one of these branches the whole water entering is drawn off at a uniform rate al<
the length of the pipe; assume atrnospheric pressure at the end of that branch. In the other brar
one-half of the quantity entering is drawn off through five pofis at i50 m intervals and

remainder discharged to a tank downstream. If the friction factor equals 0.02. Calculate the fl
Iate entering each branch, the diameter of each porl and the water level in the downsh.eam ta
when the inflow to the system is 0.28 m3/sec and the upstream pressure head is 300 m wat
Consider only f ictional losses and equal discharge at each port. Calculate the diameters o- .,e fi
ports.

GOOD LUCK

Dr. Samy M. El-Behery
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